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1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
Global seismic tomography has made considerable progress over
the past 30 years in identifying robust, large-scale features in the
seismic velocity structure of the Earth’s mantle, including the large
low shear velocity provinces (LLSVPs) in the deep mantle (e.g.
Dziewonski et al. 1977; Lekić et al. 2012) and high-velocity anomalies associated with subducted slabs (e.g. van der Hilst et al. 1997),
although the depth distribution of the latter is still debated (e.g.
Fukao & Obayashi 2013). The earliest 3-D global models, such
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as those of Dziewonski et al. (1977) and Woodhouse & Dziewonski (1984), focusing on the lower and upper mantle, respectively,
were the first to obtain images of long-wavelength heterogeneity
(>5000 km). Since then, several generations of models have been
developed with steadily improving resolution. More recent global
studies, including both whole-mantle (e.g. Panning & Romanowicz
2006; Simmons et al. 2006, 2010; Houser et al. 2008; Kustowski
et al. 2008; Ritsema et al. 2011) and upper-mantle models (e.g.
Lekić & Romanowicz 2011a; Debayle & Ricard 2012; Schaeffer &
Lebedev 2013), with some claiming lateral resolution on the order of
1000 km, have extended the interpretable spectrum of model structure while largely confirming the long-wavelength features seen
previously (e.g. Lekić et al. 2012). At the same time, shorter wavelength features (<2500 km) do not tend to correlate well across
global models (Becker & Boschi 2002; Dziewonski 2005), as
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SUMMARY
The radially anisotropic shear velocity structure of the Earth’s mantle provides a critical window on the interior dynamics of the planet, with isotropic variations that are interpreted in
terms of thermal and compositional heterogeneity and anisotropy in terms of flow. While
significant progress has been made in the more than 30 yr since the advent of global seismic tomography, many open questions remain regarding the dual roles of temperature and
composition in shaping mantle convection, as well as interactions between different dominant scales of convective phenomena. We believe that advanced seismic imaging techniques,
such as waveform inversion using accurate numerical simulations of the seismic wavefield,
represent a clear path forwards towards addressing these open questions through application
to whole-mantle imaging. To this end, we employ a ‘hybrid’ waveform-inversion approach,
which combines the accuracy and generality of the spectral finite element method (SEM) for
forward modelling of the global wavefield, with non-linear asymptotic coupling theory for
efficient inverse modelling. The resulting whole-mantle model (SEMUCB-WM1) builds on
the earlier successful application of these techniques for global modelling at upper mantle and
transition-zone depths (≤800 km) which delivered the models SEMum and SEMum2. Indeed,
SEMUCB-WM1 is the first whole-mantle model derived from fully numerical SEM-based
forward modelling. Here, we detail the technical aspects of the development of our wholemantle model, as well as provide a broad discussion of isotropic and radially anisotropic model
structure. We also include an extensive discussion of model uncertainties, specifically focused
on assessing our results at transition-zone and lower-mantle depths.
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2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Hybrid full-waveform inversion
We use the hybrid full-waveform inversion technique previously
employed by our group in developing the SEMum (Lekić &
Romanowicz 2011a) and SEMum2 (French et al. 2013) global
models. This technique combines the accuracy and generality of
the SEM (e.g. Komatitsch & Vilotte 1998) coupled to normal-mode
computations in the core (Capdeville et al. 2003) for wavefield
forward modelling, with efficient sensitivity kernel calculation using NACT (Li & Romanowicz 1995). We combine these two approaches in the context of the generalized least-squares formalism of
Tarantola & Valette (1982), in which we seek to iteratively minimize
the non-linear least-squares misfit functional:
2(mk ) = d − g (mk ) 2C−1 + mp − mk 2C−1 ,
d

m

(1)

where mk represents the kth iterative model estimate, d and g (mk )
are the observations and model predictions (the latter for waveform
data are obtained using the SEM), mp is the model prior (generally
taken to be zero perturbation) and Cm and Cd represent a priori
model and data covariance operators. We discuss the state of prior
information in greater detail in Section 2.3.
Using the SEM comes with numerous advantages, particularly
in global-scale modelling (Komatitsch & Tromp 2002a,b; Chaljub
et al. 2003), for instance: (1) accurate simulation of wave propagation in complex anisotropic and anelastic media, including treatment
of phenomena often ignored by approximate modelling techniques
(such as wave front healing, e.g. Nolet & Dahlen 2000); (2) excellent
numerical dispersion properties (Seriani & Oliveira 2008), critical
for modelling surface waves at long propagation times (i.e. secondorbit fundamental modes) and (3) natural treatment of the freesurface boundary condition. Furthermore, unlike finite-difference
methods, the SEM is able to mesh complex geometries characterized by discontinuous material properties, such as the Earth’s crust
(Komatitsch & Vilotte 1998).
NACT, based on normal-mode perturbation theory, yields finitefrequency waveform sensitivity kernels in the source–receiver
great-circle plane, at little cost relative to SEM simulation (Li &
Romanowicz 1995). This method includes coupling both along and
across mode dispersion branches, necessary for accurate modelling
of the sensitivity of body waves and overtone surface waves (Li
& Romanowicz 1996; Mégnin & Romanowicz 1999). Unlike most
approximate techniques for sensitivity kernel calculation, NACT is
non-linear, evolving as the inversion progresses and the earth model
iteratively evolves and includes the effect of multiple forward scattering (Romanowicz et al. 2008). For a more detailed discussion
of normal-mode perturbation theory in waveform inversion, see
Romanowicz et al. (2008).
One of the primary benefits of the hybrid approach over fully
SEM-based techniques using first-order adjoint-state methods (e.g.
Tarantola 1984; Tromp et al. 2005) is convergence rate. Direct
access to the waveform Jacobian under NACT allows a rapidly converging Gauss–Newton optimization scheme to be used—namely,
that arising naturally from the generalized least-squares formalism:

−1
mk+1 = mk + Cm GT C−1
d G+I


(2)
× Cm GT C−1
d [d − g (mk )] + mp − mk ,
where we note that the model Jacobian matrix G has been evaluated
at the current model estimate mk (i.e. at each step, we linearize
around mk in order to estimate mk+1 ). This stands in contrast to the
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often noted in the context of intermodel comparisons (e.g. Kustowski et al. 2008; Ritsema et al. 2011). These discrepancies also
extend to anisotropic structure (e.g. Becker et al. 2008), which
shows considerable variation across models at even long wavelengths. Taken together, these observations imply significant uncertainty across published models, even at purportedly resolved scales.
Despite these uncertainties, seismic tomography is uniquely
suited to help address open questions regarding the nature of mantle
convection, including: the anticipated scales and depth extents of
convective phenomena (e.g. Phipps-Morgan et al. 1995; Korenaga
& Jordan 2004), the roles of the LLSVPs in shaping mantle convection patterns (e.g. Richards & Engebretson 1992; Davaille et al.
2005; Dziewonski et al. 2010), as well as their implications for compositional heterogeneity (e.g. Davaille 1999; McNamara & Zhong
2005), and controls on the surface distribution of hotspots due to
large-scale convection patterns (e.g. Husson & Conrad 2012). In
conjunction with geodynamic studies implementing more realistic
mantle convection simulations or laboratory analogue experiments
(e.g. incorporating more complex rheological effects or stronger
viscosity variations), higher resolution global-scale tomographic
models, producing more detailed and realistic images of seismic
structure while reducing and quantifying uncertainties, provide a
key avenue for constraining which phenomena seen in simulation
or the lab are likely to manifest in the mantle.
These goals should be realizable using advanced seismic imaging techniques, such as waveform inversion based on accurate numerical wavefield simulations. The ‘hybrid’ waveform inversion
approach, which uses the spectral finite element method (SEM;
e.g. Komatitsch & Vilotte 1998) for wavefield modelling in conjunction with non-linear asymptotic coupling theory (NACT; Li
& Romanowicz 1995) for efficient derivative estimation, is one
such technique that has previously been applied to upper-mantle
and transition-zone imaging—leading to the SEMum (Lekić &
Romanowicz 2011a) and later SEMum2 (French et al. 2013) global
models. Indeed, both of these models exhibit larger amplitudes of
shear velocity heterogeneity than seen in previous models, as well as
novel features not seen in earlier generations of global tomography
based on approximate modelling techniques (Lekić & Romanowicz
2011b; French et al. 2013). Motivated by these successful applications of the hybrid inversion approach for imaging structure above
∼800-km depth, as well as a desire to apply these techniques to
shed light on many of the open questions above, we here present the
first whole-mantle tomographic model derived using SEM-based
waveform tomography: SEMUCB-WM1.
In what follows, we present this new whole-mantle model, discussing both its derivation and the structure of the model itself.
First, in Section 2, we revisit the hybrid waveform tomographic
technique used previously in developing the SEMum and SEMum2
models, focusing on (i) how this technique differs from other global
modelling approaches and (ii) our work to extend this technique
to whole-mantle imaging. Next, in Section 3, we discuss the waveform data set used in our inversion, which now includes body wave
seismograms down to 32-s period. In Section 4, we first lay out
the specific steps involved in our inversion, with an emphasis on
progressive incorporation of more data to shorter period, and then
present SEMUCB-WM1 along with a discussion of model structure emphasizing general properties (with detailed interpretations
of certain aspects of model structure appearing in a future publication). Next, in Section 5, we evaluate the model, focused primarily
on model performance and estimation of uncertainties. Finally, we
conclude in Section 6, summarizing the specific contributions of
this work and avenues for future study.

Whole-mantle SEM-based waveform tomography

normal-mode perturbation theory, may no longer be sufficiently accurate and may grow significantly more expensive—the latter due
to the O(ω4 ) dependence of the number of mode pairs to be coupled. In addition, non-linearity of the inverse problem may be sufficiently strong at shorter periods that the Gauss–Newton approximate
Hessian no longer significantly aids convergence. Furthermore, high
dimensionality of the earth model—required for commensurately
higher resolution—may render storage and factorization of the
approximate Hessian impractical, and encourage the adoption of
matrix-free quasi-Newton (L-BFGS) or Newton–Krylov schemes
(e.g. Epanomeritakis et al. 2008).

2.2 Model parametrization
SEMUCB-WM1 adopts the same parametrization as was used in
SEMum2, which also served as our starting model above ∼800km depth (see Section 4.1). We invert for 3-D variations in Voigtaverage isotropic shear wave velocity VS and the radially anisotropic
2
with respect a 1-D reference model that
parameter ξ = VS2H /VSV
continuously evolves throughout the inversion; namely, by removing
the degree-0 component from the 3-D structure at each iteration.
While velocity structure in the 1-D reference model is allowed to
change, we maintain a fixed 1-D attenuation model based on a
smoothed version of the model QL6 of Durek & Ekström (1996). In
Fig. 1, we show VS and ξ structure from both the initial (SEMum2)
and final-iteration SEMUCB-WM1 reference models, as well as
the model STW105 of Kustowski et al. (2008) for comparison. We
note that the initial and final-iteration models remain extremely
similar with respect to upper mantle VS —in fact, the inverted 3-D
VS models also remain very similar in this depth range (a point we
return to in Section 4.2). In addition, all three 1-D VS models remain
quite similar throughout the lower mantle, which is not surprising
given the amplitudes and spectral content of heterogeneity expected
in this depth range. Conversely, the 1-D ξ profile associated with
SEMUCB-WM1 does change notably relative to SEMum2 below
a

c

(kms–1)

b

(kms–1)

Figure 1. Voigt-average isotropic shear wave velocity VS and the radially
2 in the 1-D reference models associated
anisotropic parameter ξ = VS2H /VSV
with SEMum2 and SEMUCB-WM1, as well as STW105, the reference
model for S362ANI of Kustowski et al. (2008), for comparison.
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gradient-based approaches required when using first-order adjoint.
By converging on a model more quickly, thus reducing the number
of inversion iterations, we are able to perform significantly fewer
SEM simulations (which dominate the cost of the inversion). At
the same time, many of the well-known limitations associated with
waveform inversion—a strongly non-linear problem—still remain
true of our approach. For example, care must be taken in selection
of both the starting model as well as the data set, along with the
manner in which the data set is expanded as the inversion progresses
(typically by incrementally including shorter periods). Indeed, these
factors have a significant influence on both the convergence rate of
the inversion and the veracity of the resulting ‘optimal’ model.
Furthermore, our Gauss–Newton scheme has computational drawbacks of its own, both in distributed construction of the approximate
Hessian GT C−1
d G via NACT and subsequent factorization. However, we have found that the overall savings due to enhanced convergence outweighs the complexity of addressing these latter issues.
We note that Gauss–Newton, and indeed full-Newton, schemes
that are based purely on adjoint-state methods have been successfully implemented and applied to waveform inversion in exploration
settings (e.g. Pratt et al. 1998). These approaches stand in contrast
to the first-order adjoint techniques often employed in broad-band
passive-source seismology at regional (and larger) scales, though
considerable progress has been made in recent years towards incorporating Hessian information into the latter (e.g. Fichtner & Trampert 2011a). Quasi-Newton schemes such as the limited-memory
Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm (L-BFGS; Nocedal
1980), which build up an estimate of the Hessian based on the
history of gradient vectors from previous inversion iterations (potentially obtained via adjoint computations), have also seen use in
exploration seismology (e.g. Brossier et al. 2009) . However, for our
particular application, where it is critically important to minimize
the total number of expensive global wavefield simulations, it is not
clear whether the resulting improvement in convergence would be
sufficient to justify such a technique over our hybrid approach—
particularly as it may take a number of gradient calculations, and
thus many wavefield simulations, before the quasi-Newton approximate Hessian becomes sufficiently accurate.
While waveform partial derivatives computed with NACT are
approximate in nature, we note that the misfit functional (eq. 1) is
at all times evaluated ‘exactly’ with the SEM. Indeed, it is clearly
seen from eq. (2) that errors in the computation of g(mk ) will appear
as first-order terms in the model update (i.e. propagate into mk+1 ),
while those in G are second order (e.g. appendix A of Lekić &
Romanowicz 2011a). Thus, presuming that we have kept the inverse
problem well-posed, such as by progressively including shorter period waveform data and carefully selecting the starting model (which
are also constraints imposed upon adjoint inversions), convergence
of eq. (1) suggests that we are moving towards an optimal model
as ‘viewed’ by the SEM. Furthermore, we note that our particular
formulation, where derivative information is estimated on a traceby-trace basis, allows us to take an informed approach to correcting
for non-uniform data coverage and sensitivity (a condition that simply cannot be avoided in present-day global inversions). This stands
in contrast to the ad hoc pre-conditioning and smoothing typically
applied to gradients estimated using adjoint-state schemes (e.g.
Fichtner et al. 2009).
Finally, we would like to emphasize that while the hybrid approach is an effective technique for our current application—
namely, global-scale imaging at relatively long periods—it may
not remain an appropriate choice for more advanced future inversions. For example, at significantly shorter periods, we expect
that the particular formulation of our sensitivity kernels, based on
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a

model is comprised of a set of 2.2 × 105 discrete spline coefficients,
denoted m in eqs (1) and (2).
One of the issues we encountered in developing our whole-mantle
inversion was the size of the NACT-based Hessian matrix, which
has the same (square) dimension as m and thus requires nearly
100 GB at single precision to store just the upper or lower triangular part (as the Hessian is symmetric). Linear algebra operations
requiring the Hessian to be stored in full form double this storage
requirement. While neither I/O (easily tuned to take advantage of
collective buffering on high-performance parallel filesystems) nor
factorization of the Hessian (e.g. using ScaLAPACK; Blackford
et al. 1997), proved problematic at this new problem size, assembly of the Hessian did. In particular, as the full Hessian can no
longer fit in memory on a typical shared-memory compute node,
it must now be distributed among some number of nodes, while
at the same time supporting performant and safe (i.e. atomic) updates from large numbers of parallel NACT computations. To this
end, we designed a high-performance distributed-memory solution
based on the partitioned global address space (PGAS) model of
parallel computations—namely, using the functionality exposed by
UPC++, a set of PGAS extensions to C++ (Zheng et al. 2014). We
found that this particular approach enables considerably improved
scaling behaviour over analogous implementations based on message passing (MPI) and allows us to tackle inversions characterized
by problem sizes well beyond our previous capabilities.
2.3 Prior information
Furthermore, we include prior information in order to keep the inverse problem well-posed—namely, through the data and model
covariance operators Cd and Cm appearing in the generalized leastsquares misfit functional (eq. 1). The data covariance matrix Cd is
diagonal, with entries reflecting data quality and uniqueness; see
appendix A of Li & Romanowicz (1996) for a detailed discussion of its particular form. The model covariance operator Cm is
used to limit the permissible length-scales of heterogeneity in our

b

c

Figure 2. Parametrization of our whole-mantle model, SEMUCB-WM1. (Panel a): 20 radial b-spline basis functions (e.g. Mégnin & Romanowicz 2000)
distributed between the CMB and the shallowest Moho in our smooth crustal model (30 km) according to expected resolution. (Panels b and c): the distribution
of knots supporting our spherical spline (Wang & Dahlen 1995) basis for VS and ξ (with average spacing of <2◦ and <8◦ , corresponding approximately to
spherical-harmonic degrees 96 and 24, respectively).
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∼400-km depth. Namely, the former exhibits weak VSV > VSH in
both the transition zone and a ∼500-km layer above the D region,
while also exhibiting VSH > VSV within D . We will return to this
observation in our discussion of anisotropic whole-mantle structure
in Section 4.2.2.
From the perturbations to VS and ξ , we use the empirical scaling
relationships of Montagner & Anderson (1989) in order to estimate
variations in the remaining four parameters of a radially anisotropic
medium (VP , φ = V P2V /V P2 H , η and ρ), as in previous whole-mantle
studies from our group (Panning & Romanowicz 2006). Such scalings are required, as our data set lacks sufficient sensitivity to invert
for these parameters independently—even in the case of VP , despite our addition of P-SV waveform data down to 32 s (see Section
3). That said, these scalings are only technically valid in the upper
mantle, and it is widely recognized that scaling relations for the
deep mantle may differ significantly, such as the VS to VP perturbation scaling changing from ∼2 in the upper and mid-mantle to
∼3 or more in the lowermost mantle (e.g. Robertson & Woodhouse
1996; Romanowicz 2001). We return to this point in Section 5.2.1,
where we discuss uncertainties in scaling factors and conclude that
potential bias in the resulting mantle model is likely not significant (based on inversion experiments with plausible depth-variable
scalings).
We express perturbations to mantle VS and ξ in cubic b-splines
radially (e.g. Mégnin & Romanowicz 2000) and in spherical splines
laterally (Wang & Dahlen 1995). This particular combination of basis functions has been used widely in Berkeley global and regionalscale tomographic models since the work of Panning & Romanowicz (2006). The knots associated with our spherical-spline basis
exhibit average lateral spacings of less than 2◦ for VS and 8◦ for ξ ,
while our radial b-spline basis uses 20 knots with variable spacing
between the core–mantle boundary (CMB) and 30-km depth (the
shallowest Moho depth associated with our smooth crustal model;
see Section 2.4). The latter are clustered more tightly near the top
and bottom of the mantle model, where better radial resolution is
expected (Fig. 2). Together, our radially anisotropic whole-mantle

Whole-mantle SEM-based waveform tomography
model to those that should be well resolved by the data. Namely,
Cm is based upon prescribed model-parameter variances and correlation lengths, with the latter spatially tuned according to datacoverage density and quality. As in Lekić & Romanowicz (2011a)
and later in French et al. (2013), the element of Cm jointly describing the state of a priori information on model coefficients i and j
is given by




cos i j − 1
2ri j
(Cm )i j = σi j exp
(3)
exp − 2 ,
h i2j
vi j

2.4 Crustal model
To reduce the cost of our SEM simulations, in addition to our
efforts to reduce the total number thereof as discussed in Section 2.1, we use a smooth anisotropic crustal layer in lieu of a
more geologically plausible thinly layered model (e.g. Crust2.0;
Bassin et al. 2000). This approach enables us to relax constraints on
SEM time stability due to the crustal model (namely, in conjunction
with the coupled SEM; Capdeville et al. 2003), allowing larger and
fewer time-integration steps. Here, we use the same technique for
parametrization and calibration of the crustal layer as in SEMum2,
which is characterized by a minimum thickness of 30 km and is
based on matching surface wave dispersion measurements down to
25-s period. As discussed extensively in French et al. (2013), this
approach leads to no significant loss of accuracy for long-period

waveform modelling. Indeed, we note that this is still well below
the minimum period considered in this study (see discussion of data
in Section 3), particularly for our surface wave data set, which exhibits the greatest sensitivity to crustal structure. Here, we provide
a more thorough overview of the crustal modelling procedure than
was presented in French et al. (2013), where many of the details
were omitted in the interest of brevity.
2.4.1 Motivation
In the spectral element method, solution accuracy is strongly controlled by fidelity to: (1) the shortest wavelengths present in the
wavefield; and (2) spatial variation of the underlying earth model (cf.
Komatitsch & Tromp 2002a, 2002b; Chaljub et al. 2003). The latter
concern requires that discontinuities in material properties or their
depth-derivatives must be coincident with element faces. Using an
explicit time-integration scheme, stability of the SEM is determined
by the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition—characterizing
the maximum stable time step in terms of the minimum ratio between spatial discretization and wave speed. The time step size in
turn determines the overall cost of time integration, given a desired
synthetic-record duration (e.g. 10 000 s in order to capture most
second-orbit fundamental-mode Rayleigh waves). In a pure global
SEM, such as SPECFEM3D_GLOBE (Tromp et al. 2008), the CFL
condition is often dominated by high compressional velocities in
the core. If the core is replaced with a pseudo-analytical modal solution such as used here (Capdeville et al. 2003), then small spatial
discretization in the thin oceanic crust dominates instead.
The fact that crustal thickness controls our CFL condition motivates us to implement a homogenization scheme (e.g.
Capdeville & Marigo 2007), in which a set of thin discontinuous layers are replaced with a single, smoothly varying anisotropic
layer that has an equivalent seismic response at long periods [i.e.
the zeroth-order scheme of Backus (1962), in the terminology of
Capdeville & Marigo (2007)]. Like its predecessors, SEMUCBWM1 was developed using a crustal model based on a ‘hidden’ homogenization, designed to fit observed surface wave group-velocity
dispersion directly, instead of homogenization of an intermediate or
a priori crustal model (i.e. ‘hidden’ in that we have no knowledge
of the true crust, only its effect on the wavefield measured through
surface wave dispersion). The rationale for this choice is that we
prefer to match the effect of the crust on the wavefield directly, as opposed to that predicted by currently available global crustal models
(e.g. Crust2.0), which rely on extrapolation from geologically analogous regions in areas of poor sampling (where the uncertainties
associated with this approach are not well quantified).
The model SEMum of Lekić & Romanowicz (2011a) was the
first global tomographic model from the Berkeley group to use such
a scheme—enabling large time steps in the SEM by using a uniform
60-km thickness for the crustal layer. In the model SEMum2, as well
as this study, we adopt a more geologically plausible laterally varying thickness, at the expense of a more restrictive CFL condition.
Starting from Crust2.0 Moho depth, we restrict crustal thickness to
the interval between 30 and 60 km and filter this fictitious Moho surface to twice the lateral resolution of our SEM mesh. The filtering
step, valid at long periods, prevents spatial aliasing of Moho topography in the SEM. Given this prescribed geometry, we use a twostep model-space sampling approach to find a radially anisotropic
crustal-layer structure that fits the dispersion data. Crustal structure
is parametrized in depth using degree-4 Lagrange polynomials with
Gauss–Lobatto–Legendre interpolation points (hereafter GLL) of
the same type used in the SEM—a similar approach to that taken
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where ij is the minor-arc distance separating i and j, rij their
radial separation, v ij and hij the averages of their associated radial and lateral correlation lengths (hij is normalized to the range
0 ≤ |cos ij − 1| ≤ 1) and σ ij is a constant near-unit variance
pre-factor assigned to each of VS and ξ (which are not assumed a
priori to covary). Note that, because of the locality properties of the
spline basis functions, we have made the approximation that model
coefficients may be treated directly in the above formulation, not
model values.
We prescribe radial correlation lengths with a fixed depth dependence, consistent with the expected resolving power of our data
set: ranging from 50 km at the shallowest upper-mantle depths up
to 300 km in the mid-mantle. As in SEMum and SEMum2, we
adopt a scheme for adaptive lateral correlation-length selection,
based on inferred data sensitivity (measured from the diagonal
of the NACT-based Hessian). In particular, we take the diagonal
entries of the Gauss–Newton Hessian GT C−1
d G associated with
the data misfit term in eq. (1) to represent aggregate sensitivity
of the data to each model coefficient. Here, contributions from different data are weighted according to the quality and uncertainty
estimates appearing in Cd . These values are, in turn, used to select
‘local’ correlation-length estimates by scaling to the interval between prescribed minimum and maximum values for a given model
parameter (VS , ξ ). By analogy with our earlier upper-mantle inversion for SEMum2 (≤800-km depth), which limited these ranges
of correlation lengths to 400–800 and 1200–2400 km for VS and
ξ , respectively, we selected 400–1200 and 1200–3600 km for the
whole-mantle inversion. Based on the sensitivity profile associated
with our data, this configuration leads to a similar distribution of
correlation lengths as before in the SEMum2 depth range, while
permitting relatively long correlation in the mid-mantle where aggregate sensitivity is poorest, and again allowing shorter wavelength
structure at the base of the mantle where sensitivity improves. Given
the form of eq. (3), we expect significant correlation between neighbouring model coefficients at up to twice these distances.
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V P (r ) =

4


V̂ Pn

n

[x(r )] ,

(5)

n=0

ρ(r ) =

4


ρ̂ n

n

[x(r )] ,

(6)

n=0

by Fichtner & Igel (2008) in their alternative implementation of a
smooth crustal layer.

2.4.2 Development
The crustal model is generated following a two-step procedure. A
high-level overview of this process, as well as its role in the overall
mantle inversion, appears in Fig. 3. As shown, our crustal model
implementation is iterative in nature—receiving periodic updates
in order to remain consistent with evolution of the mantle model
below.
Step 1: Crustal-layer initialization
We begin by defining a space of admissible isotropic GLLparametrized 1-D crustal models, characterized by uniform distributions over
(i) GLL-nodal shear velocity: 3.0 ≤ VS ≤ 4.6 km s−1 ;
(ii) Restricted Moho depth: 30 ≤ hm ≤ 60 km;
(iii) Realistic bathymetry: 0 ≤ hs ≤ 6 km.
The above range of VS nodal values was chosen based upon examination of realistic (e.g. Crust2.0) crustal layers overlying typical
upper-mantle structure at depths ≤60 km, which have in turn been
vertically smoothed with a ∼10-km sliding window. VP and ρ nodal
values for the crustal layer are scaled from VS following the relations
of Brocher (2005), leading to a family of 1-D models of the crustal
layer parametrized as
VS (r ) =

4

n=0

V̂Sn

n

[x(r )] ,

(4)

where ci again represents the ith crustal-layer realization, {Tj :j =
syn
1, . . . , Np } is the range of periods considered, UR,L [ci ](T j ) and
obs
UR,L (T j ) are synthetic and observed Rayleigh and Love wave group
velocities and σ R and σ L are measurement uncertainties assigned to
Rayleigh and Love wave data (40 and 50 m s−1 , respectively—see
Shapiro & Ritzwoller 2002). The resulting isotropic initial model
is thus parametrized radially in GLL–Lagrange interpolants and
laterally by linear barycentric interpolation on simplices defined by
triples of neighbouring model nodes.
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Figure 3. A high-level overview of the development of the smooth crustal
layer (Section 2.4), including its overall context in the mantle-model inversion (Section 4.1).

where {V̂Sn , V̂ Pn , ρ̂ n : n = 0, . . . , 4} represent nodal values, r is Earth
radius within the crustal layer, n (x) are the GLL–Lagrange basis
functions and x(r) maps crustal radii onto the reference interval
x ∈ [−1, 1]. Crustal Q is taken from QL6 (Durek & Ekström 1996),
while ρ, VP and VS are held constant in the water layer, which is not
parametrized using the polynomial basis—consistent with the fact
that the ocean is modelled as a load in the SEM and is not internally
meshed (e.g. Komatitsch & Tromp 2002b). In a grid-search fashion,
we draw approximately 2 × 105 realizations of smooth structure
from these a priori distributions, and splice the resulting crustal
models to our 1-D-reference mantle structure below the Moho. For
each model realization, we calculate fundamental-mode Love and
Rayleigh wave group-velocity dispersion.
Next, group-velocity dispersion maps (25–60 s period) are resampled on the same set of 10 242 nodes against which the VS spherical
splines are registered (equivalent to ∼2◦ lateral spacing). This particular set of nodes forms the mesh over the surface of the Earth on
which the smooth crustal model is constructed. The dispersion data
are the same as those used for crustal model calibration in the earlier
SEMum and SEMum2 models (M. Ritzwoller, personal communication, 2009; Ritzwoller et al. 2002). At each crustal-model node,
we select the 1-D model realization that best fits the resampled
Rayleigh and Love wave dispersion simultaneously, while honouring local crustal thickness from the filtered Moho surface introduced above and the bathymetry from a similarly filtered ETOPO2
(http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov). We are able to perform this matching
step because of the manner in which we parametrized the above
sampling. In particular, for each realization of volumetric crustallayer structure (i.e. velocity and density), letting ci denote the ith
realization, we have calculated synthetic dispersion curves over a
regular grid of Moho depth hm and bathymetry hs —thus defining a
syn
discrete group-velocity ‘surface’ U L ,R [ci ](h m , h s ) at any modelled
syn
period. We may therefore obtain an accurate estimate of U L ,R [ci ] at
arbitrary (hm , hs ), within the bounds of the sampling, using bicubic
interpolation. Once all crustal-layer realizations are interpolated to
exactly the (hm , hs ) point associated with a given model node location, we can easily select the best-fitting realization—a process that
is repeated for all 10 242 nodes. Fit between synthetic and observed
group velocities is measured in the L1 -norm to reduce sensitivity
to outlier measurements common at short periods, with additional
weighting by estimated measurement uncertainty (Shapiro & Ritzwoller 2002); for example,

Np 
N p (σR + σL )   Ucsyn [ci ](T j ) − Ucobs (T j )
, (7)
(ci ) =
σR σL
σc
c∈{R,L} j=1
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where c again denotes evaluation for either Rayleigh or Love waves,
i is an index over measurement periods and e j denotes the unit vector
in the direction of the jth model-vector component. The underlying
mantle structure (i.e. VS and ξ perturbations evaluated beneath node
n) is held fixed and, as mentioned earlier, included in the computation of Ucsyn [·]. Given a local crustal model of N nodal-valued
components, the associated group-velocity partial derivatives may
be recovered in 2(N + 1) dispersion calculations (including both
Rayleigh and Love waves and all considered periods), which can be
evaluated independently in parallel.
We find that after three iterative crustal updates, the mean absolute
misfit over all periods and model nodes falls into the target range of
<50 m s−1 . A new crustal model is derived each time the underlying
upper-mantle structure is updated (i.e. at each inversion iteration
for SEMum2, but only at the first iteration for SEMUCB-WM1; see
Section 4.1). Furthermore, a similar finite-difference approach may
be used to estimate group-velocity partial derivatives with respect
to the mantle model, in which case, the crustal model is held fixed,
while the elements of m are perturbed and the range of Ti considered
is extended to longer periods (up to 150 s in practice). As noted in
French et al. (2013), group-velocity data may be incorporated into
the mantle model inversion in order to enforce consistency between
the crustal model and mantle VS adjacent to the Moho—an approach
also taken in the first iteration of this study (Section 4.1).

2.4.3 A synthetic example
In Figs 4 and 5, we present an illustrative synthetic example of
the crustal modelling scheme described above, similar to that used
to demonstrate this technique in the supporting material of French

(kms–1)
Figure 4. A synthetic example of the crustal-layer calibration scheme: an
‘oceanic’ layered input model and a corresponding smooth anisotropic output model, with the latter derived from the former using the calibration
scheme described in the text (Section 2.4).

et al. (2013). Here, we focus specifically on oceanic settings, where
a 30-km Moho depth most clearly deviates from reality. In Fig. 4, we
show 1-D shear velocity profiles from two models: (1) a hypothetical
layered input model that is typical of ‘average’ oceanic crust; and
(2) the resulting smooth anisotropic layer (with a Moho at 30-km
depth) that has been calibrated using the two-step scheme in Section 2.4.2 by matching the group-velocity dispersion predicted from
the former, which is treated as synthetic data. The layered crustal
model is a representative example drawn from an ensemble of samples taken from Crust2.0 (with additional random perturbations to
layer thicknesses) and superimposed on top of randomly selected
profiles of oceanic mantle structure from our starting model, SEMum2 (mantle structure was taken to be known a priori during the
crustal-layer calibration). Associated with this, in Fig. 5, we compare full long-period waveforms (computed in our surface wave
passband) obtained in both models for shallow and deep sources
on the vertical and transverse components. Importantly, we note
that both the overtone and fundamental-mode surface waves, the
latter being the most crust-sensitive subset of our data, fit quite well
between the layered input and smooth output models, even at long
propagation times. This example serves to illustrate that our particular choice of calibration scheme and associated parametrization
of the smooth crustal layer (i.e. basis functions, ρ and VP scalings,
etc.) should not be expected to introduce artefacts in the wavefield
capable of biasing our mantle model in regions where the prescribed
30-km Moho depth is not realistic.

2.5 Crustal structure in NACT
Although the SEM may accurately treat arbitrary 3-D crustal structure, care must be taken to properly account for crustal effects in our
NACT-based sensitivity kernel calculations. Because the SEMum
model was derived using a uniform-thickness crustal layer, crustinduced path effects in NACT were easily handled by accounting
for volumetric structure alone (perturbations to VS and ξ ). In other
words, the strongly non-linear effect of a laterally varying crustal
thickness—which is generally more difficult to accurately model
with perturbation theory—was not an issue. The variable Moho
depth employed in both the SEMum2 and SEMUCB-WM1 models, on the other hand, necessitates accurately treating the non-linear
effects of crustal structure on the NACT-based kernels. We adopt
a two-part approach to ensure accurate NACT-based modelling:
(1) specially formulated corrections for crust-induced path effects
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Step 2: Iterative inversion for the anisotropic crustal layer
We next perform an iterative inversion for ‘radially anisotropic’
crustal-layer structure in a neighbourhood near the 3-D initial
model. The introduction of anisotropy is required in order to simultaneously fit the Rayleigh and Love wave dispersion more consistently than is possible with the purely isotropic initial model (e.g.
Backus 1962). Importantly, the non-linear, model-space sampling
approach of the first step considerably reduces the required number
of inversion iterations relative to a linearized scheme alone. We follow a generalized least-squares approach similar to that employed
in the upper-mantle inversion (eq. 2). Lateral smoothness is again
enforced through the a priori model covariance matrix Cm —here
assigning fixed 500 and 1000 km correlation lengths to crustal VS
and ξ , respectively. The data covariance matrix Cd is assumed diagonal, with elements equal to the corresponding σ R and σ L values
introduced above. As in the first step, group velocities between 25
and 60 s are considered.
Unique group-velocity partial derivatives are used at each model
node, which are calculated in—and therefore appropriate for—the
current crustal and mantle model estimates. Partial derivatives are
calculated following a straightforward finite-difference approach,
conceptually similar to the ‘brute force’ scheme employed by Rodi
et al. (1975) to validate their technique for deriving group-velocity
partial derivatives from those for phase velocity. The crustal model
at node n may be represented by a vector cn containing GLL-nodal
VS and ξ values. The elements of cn are successively perturbed by
small quantities and forward-modelled, yielding finite-difference
approximations to the desired partial derivatives:

Ucsyn [cn + e j ](Ti ) − Ucsyn [cn ](Ti )
∂Uc
,
(8)
∂cn i j
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a

Figure 5. Long-period (T ≥ 60 s) teleseismic waveforms computed in the synthetic example layered input (black) and smooth anisotropic output (red) models
shown in Fig. 4, for shallow (a) and deep (b) sources recorded on the vertical (left-hand side) and transverse (right-hand side) components.

that mimic the non-linear response of the crust considerably better
than ‘standard’ linear corrections (Lekić et al. 2010); and (2) mantlestructure sensitivity kernels modified to reflect overlying crustal
thickness variations. The detailed description of both schemes is
given in the Appendix.

3 D ATA S E T
While previous SEM-based global tomographic models from our
group (Lekić & Romanowicz 2011a; French et al. 2013) focused primarily on upper-mantle and transition-zone structure, and
thus included only fundamental and overtone mode surface wave
waveforms at long periods (T ≥ 60 s), our current whole-mantle
modelling must now include body wave data. To this end, we use a

data set comprised of full, three-component teleseismic waveforms,
filtered in multiple passbands, allowing us to incrementally incorporate higher frequency body wave data as the inversion progresses:
(i) Surface wave passband: cut-off at 400 and 60 s (corners at 250
and 80 s);
(ii) Body wave passband (Filter I): cut-off at 300 and 36 s (corners
at 180 and 45 s);
(iii) Body wave passband (Filter II): cut-off at 300 and 32 s (corners at 180 and 38 s).
We note that this surface wave passband is identical to that used in
constructing SEMum and SEMum2. In addition, we expand our data
set as the inversion progresses by incorporating additional events:
starting from the same 203 events used in developing the latter two
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Figure 6. Global distribution of the 273 seismic sources (circles, colourcoded by centroid depth) and over 500 seismic receivers (black triangles)
used in this study.

tle structure). Furthermore, these windows may in turn be weighted
according to data uncertainty and/or noise estimates, as well as redundancy in sensitivity—see Li & Romanowicz (1996, appendix
A) for a more detailed discussion of the weighting scheme. Indeed,
these weights are the basis for construction of the data covariance
operator referred to in Section 2.3. Window selection is performed
based on similarity to SEM synthetic seismograms, computed in
the previous iteration of the 3-D mantle model—an operation that
is performed at iteration of our inversion. The windowing technique
is applied each to waveform data out to 10 000 s post-origin time
for the surface wave data set (thereby including phases out through
second-orbit Rayleigh waves) and out to 5500 s for body wave data
(capturing multiple-ScS phases valuable for constraining lower most
mantle structure). By the end of the inversion, our data set is comprised of over 447 800 waveform windows, corresponding to nearly
15.5M datapoints sampled at their corresponding Nyquist rates
(Table 1).
Finally, as noted in Section 2.4.2, in addition to our large waveform data set, we employ global surface wave group-velocity dispersion maps at periods between 25 and 150 s in our inversion (M.
Ritzwoller, personal communication, 2009). Namely, the dispersion
maps are those of Ritzwoller et al. (2002) and a discussion of uncertainties associated with the underlying measurements may be
found in Shapiro & Ritzwoller (2002). We use group velocities between 25 and 60 s to constrain the structure of our smooth crustal
layer, while including periods up to 150 s in our mantle inversion in
order to enforce consistency between the crustal layer and mantle
structure adjacent to the Moho when necessary. We note that the resolving power of the dispersion data is rather weak at depths below
roughly 100 km and that upper-mantle structure is overwhelmingly

(ms–2)

a

b

Figure 7. Example windowed body wave (a) and surface wave (b) waveforms using the processing scheme described in the text (Li & Romanowicz 1996).
Data windows are selected based on similarity to SEM synthetics computed in the most recent iteration of the mantle model (here, synthetics are from the final
model, SEMUCB-WM1). Thus, the data set is reprocessed at each iteration, and typically expands as the inversion progresses and the model improves.
Table 1. Final-iteration waveform-window counts Nwp and aggregate data set sizes (number of datapoints Nd , sampled at the corresponding Nyquist rate), organized by receiver
component and waveform data type/passband.
L

T

Z

Nwp

Nd

Nwp

Nd

Nwp

Nd

Body (32 s)

83 374

1 928 538

62 619

959 878

106 497

2 527 759

Fundamental (60 s)
Overtone (60 s)
Mixed (60 s)

17 688
25 932
6703

921 443
1 603 959
422 053

26 643
25 452
9411

990 836
883 297
469 645

30 974
42 297
10 253

1 635 960
2 502 012
645 579
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models, and increasing to 273 events total. The particular set of new
events were chosen to be spatially distributed in a complementary
manner to the earlier set of 203 (to maximize independent constraint
on structure). The complete set of sources and receivers used in our
inversion is shown in Fig. 6.
Waveform data are processed using an automated (but humanverified) windowing approach (Li & Romanowicz 1996; Panning &
Romanowicz 2006) that groups trains of phases by amplitude and
constraint on Earth structure (Fig. 7). Using this technique, we are
able to invert long-period waveforms in the time domain—making
use of both phase and amplitude information—while preventing
large-amplitude phases (e.g. the SS body wave phase, sensitive to
upper and mid-mantle structure) from dominating comparatively
low-amplitude ones (e.g. Sdiff , critical to resolving lowermost man-
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constrained by the waveform data set (as confirmed by our earlier
tests during the construction of the SEMum2 model).
4 R E S U LT S
4.1 Inversion and fits

(i) Phase I: In the first phase, we performed one iteration of inversion for whole-mantle structure using the 60-s surface wave and
36-s body wave (Filter I) data sets, picked from the 203 events
used in SEMum and SEMum2. Because this iteration inverted for
mantle structure including that adjacent to the Moho, we also included constraints from surface wave group-velocity maps between
25 and 150 s as discussed in Section 3. We found that the uppermantle structure in the model changed very little, aside from slightly
larger amplitudes following the introduction of the body wave data.
Motivated by this, we chose only to invert for structure at ≥300-km
depth in the remaining iterations of the inversion. However, since
upper-mantle amplitudes had changed slightly, we first performed
one last recalibration of the crustal model using the two-step inversion scheme described in Section 2.4.2.
(ii) Phase II: Next, we introduced 70 new events with momentmagnitudes between 5.8 and 7.3, selected so as to be maximally
complementary to the distribution of the 203 earlier events and primarily motivated by enlarging our body wave data set. We picked
the new-event data and reprocessed the older event data using the
SEM synthetics from the previous iteration. Thereafter, we performed another inversion iteration, again using the 60-s and 36-s
filter passbands, but now for structure below 300-km depth only.
We chose to include both overtone and fundamental-mode waveform data, as their sensitivity is non-negligible in the depth range
considered (though clearly small for the fundamental modes).
(iii) Phase III: In the final phase, we reprocessed the data from
the 273 events using a new shorter period body wave passband
(Filter II). We then inverted one last time for structure below 300km depth using the 60 s and now 32-s data passbands.
In Table 2, we summarize the final-iteration waveform fits for the
different filter passbands and receiver components used in our inTable 2. Final-iteration waveform variance reduction, defined as
one minus the squared 2-norm of the waveform residual normalized by that of the data, expressed in per cent as V R =
100 × 1 − d − g(m)22 /d22 and organized by component and
data type/passband.
L (per cent)

T (per cent)

Z (per cent)

Body (32 s)

54.6

56.8

51.5

Fundamental (60 s)
Overtone (60 s)
Mixed (60 s)

69.1
78.2
75.4

76.6
68.2
79.6

71.9
79.4
78.9

4.2 Whole-mantle shear velocity structure
4.2.1 Global isotropic structure
In Fig. 8, we show global maps of isotropic VS variations at a range
of depths in our model. For comparison, we also show VS structure
from two other recent whole-mantle studies: S40RTS of Ritsema
et al. (2011) and S362ANI of Kustowski et al. (2008). From these
maps, it is immediately clear that all three models tend to agree
well at long wavelengths—consistent with our earlier observations
for the SEMum2 model at upper-mantle and transition-zone depths
(French et al. 2013). In Fig. 9, we examine intermodel correlations
of VS structure as a function of depth between SEMUCB-WM1 and
these same two models, as well as both our starting model (SEMum2 + SAW24B16) and SAW642ANb of Panning et al. (2010)
[a revised version of SAW642AN from Panning & Romanowicz
(2006), using a new treatment of the crust]. Here, we confirm quantitatively that long-wavelength VS variations in SEMUCB-WM1 do
indeed correlate well with all four models. Up to spherical-harmonic
degree 12, we find that each correlates with SEMUCB-WM1 at
over 0.6 throughout nearly the entire mantle (except portions of the
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The starting model for our whole-mantle inversion consists of
SEMum2 in the upper mantle and transition zone (≤800-km
depth) and the model SAW24B16 of Mégnin & Romanowicz
(2000) below, smoothly combined over radial length scales on
the order of ≥200 km (lower-mantle structure was previously
fixed to SAW24B16 during the SEMum and SEMum2 inversions).
Throughout our iterative inversion, we assume seismic source parameters for each event consistent with those reported by the Global
CMT project (http://www.globalcmt.org)—we return to the question of seismic source inversion in Section 5.1.2. The structural
inversion is comprised of three phases, allowing us to incrementally
enlarge our data set and incorporate shorter period waveform data:

version. To ensure that our inversion was converging, we inspected
at each iteration whether more waveform windows were selected
in the next data reprocessing round than would have been using
synthetics from the previous model. By the final iteration, we found
only small gains in the numbers of selected windows, indicative
that the inversion had likely converged (for the particular passbands
considered). This assessment of convergence may also be supplemented by testing fits to held-out data—namely, waveforms from
events not included in the inversion—to ensure we are not overfitting the inversion data set (i.e. fitting noise). For example, this latter
approach was used to confirm that our final iteration was indeed
warranted (see Section 5.1.1).
Surface wave variance reduction (VR) values in Table 2 are quite
similar to those obtained for SEMum2, which is not surprising given
that upper-mantle and transition-zone structure has remained largely
the same, while body wave VR is in general higher than that reported for previous Berkeley whole-mantle models—typically <50
per cent (e.g. Mégnin & Romanowicz 2000; Panning & Romanowicz 2006). The latter comparison is not straightforward, however, as
VR for these earlier models was evaluated using approximate waveform modelling techniques (i.e. not SEM). Unexplained variance
may be attributable to a number of factors, including: unmodelled
structure (for example, below the limit of our parametrization), noise
or minor instrument errors (though data are rejected when either is
particularly severe) and uncertainty in seismic source parameters
(we will return to this latter point in Section 5.1.2).
Overall, four rounds of SEM simulation were required to complete these three phases of inversion (one for the earlier 203-event
data set, and three for the enlarged 273-event data set) in addition to ancillary simulations needed for validation (e.g. ensuring
convergence against held-out data, numerical experiments for tuning the weights assigned to our waveform data sets, etc.). Omitting
our NACT-based Hessian-estimation calculations, as well as parallel
matrix factorization for computing model updates under the Gauss–
Newton scheme, this study required approximately 3M CPU hr for
SEM simulations alone. These latter simulations were performed
on Hopper, a Cray XE6 at the National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC), while the NACT-based Hessian
estimation and Gauss–Newton model update computations were
performed on NERSC Edison, a Cray XC30.
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uppermost 500 km of the lower mantle), with the highest correlations seen in the uppermost (>0.9) and lowermost (>0.8) mantle
where data coverage is also highest. By degree 24, which includes
the full spectral range of models S362ANI and SAW642ANb, we
see the same radial dependence of intermodel correlation, with values again remaining quite high in both the uppermost (>0.8) and
lowermost (>0.7) mantle. Finally, by degree 96, corresponding to
the full spectral range of the SEMum2 and SEMUCB-WM1 VS
basis, we can see that our model remains very close to SEMum2
in the transition zone and above—correlating at approximately 0.8

and higher in this depth range. Furthermore, we see that in all
spectral passbands, structure at the base of the mantle in SEMUCBWM1 correlates most strongly with S40RTS, not the starting model
(SAW24B16 at this depth, but labelled as SEMum2 in Fig. 9).
Returning to Fig. 8, one of the clear differences across models
is again amplitudes: peak-to-peak variation in VS is larger in our
model, particularly within the top and bottom boundary layers of
the mantle where heterogeneity is expected to be strong, while comparable variation is seen in the mid-mantle. This effect is especially
pronounced at shallow depth, with our model showing nearly 19
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Figure 8. Map views of global VS variations at a range of depths throughout the mantle for the model obtained in this study (SEMUCB-WM1), as well as recent
whole-mantle models S40RTS of Ritsema et al. (2011) and S362ANI of Kustowski et al. (2008). Variations are plotted in per cent with respect to the global
mean at each depth, with the exception of 2800 km, plotted with respect to the 1-D model PREM (Dziewonski & Anderson 1981). Inset values (upper-left corner
of each panel) represent maximum peak-to-peak variation for each model at the corresponding depth. Circles denote hotspot locations from Steinberger (2000).
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per cent peak-to-peak variation at 70 km. Indeed, similar relative
amplitudes were seen for SEMum2 and our upper-mantle structure
has not changed significantly (as noted in Section 4.1). As noted previously by Lekić & Romanowicz (2011a) and French et al. (2013),

Figure 10. Global maps of VS variations at 2800 km for the same three models shown in Fig. 8, but now filtered to spherical-harmonic degree lmax = 12. As
in Fig. 8, inset values (upper-left corner of each panel) represent maximum peak-to-peak variation for each filtered model.

Figure 11. Spherical-harmonic power spectral densities, computed for the three global models shown in Fig. 8 as a function of depth (note: colour-scale is
logarithmic). Horizontal dashed lines correspond to 410, 650 and 1000-km depth (from top to bottom).
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Figure 9. Intermodel VS correlations as a function of depth for lmax ∈ {12,
24, 96} (96 corresponds to the full spectral range of the SEMUCB-WM1
VS basis) between SEMUCB-WM1 and models: (1) SEMum2 (French et al.
2013) with SAW24B16 (Mégnin & Romanowicz 2000) below ∼800 km; (2)
S362ANI (Kustowski et al. 2008); (3) S40RTS (Ritsema et al. 2011) and
(4) SAW642ANb (Panning et al. 2010) [a revised version of SAW642AN
of Panning & Romanowicz (2006), obtained using a different treatment of
crustal structure]. The shaded region corresponds to correlations above 0.6.

a likely candidate for this difference in retrieved amplitudes is the
use of SEM-based forward modelling, which easily accounts for
wave-propagation phenomena that can otherwise lead to systematic underestimation of amplitudes if neglected, such as wave front
healing (e.g. Nolet & Dahlen 2000).
Another intriguing observation from Fig. 8 is the clear difference
in appearance between the three models shown near the base of the
mantle. Namely, the LLSVPs in SEMUCB-WM1 appear to contain
more concentrated and distinct low-velocity anomalies than seen
in either of the other two models, which exhibit LLSVPs that are
in general more laterally continuous. Indeed, this latter observation
may seem at odds with our earlier discussion of long-wavelength
correlation between models in the context of Fig. 9. However, looking now to Fig. 10, where we show the same three models at 2800-km
depth filtered to low degrees (namely, lmax = 12), it is immediately
apparent that all three contain very similar long-wavelength structure, expecially SEMUCB-WM1 and S40RTS (although SEMUCBWM1 appears to contain somewhat stronger variations at these low
degrees). We continue to examine the spectral properties of our
model in Fig. 11, where we compare spherical-harmonic power
spectral density across the same three models shown in Fig. 8.
There, we find that the well-known degree-2 signal, found both at
the base of the mantle and in the transition zone, remains quite
prominent in SEMUCB-WM1, though in both depth ranges our
model also has significant power out to higher degrees than either S40RTS or S362ANI. Together, these observations lend us
confidence that our inversion is able to recover the robust and wellknown long-wavelength background structure at the base of the
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mantle (dominated by the LLSVPs), while also imaging more concentrated low-velocity anomalies embedded therein. We will return
to the question of whether the concentrations of anomalies could
instead be the result of irregular sensitivity in Section 5.2.2, where
our resolution analysis confirms that large-scale anomalies should
be recovered without small-scale artefacts. One additional important point to note is that there do exist smaller scale features at the
base of the mantle—indeed, exterior to the LLSVPs—which consistently appear in all three models, such as the low-velocity anomaly
approximately located beneath Perm, Russia (Lekić et al. 2012).
As the upper mantle in SEMUCB-WM1 remains very similar
to that of SEMum2, which has been discussed in publication previously (French et al. 2013), we chose to focus on depths in and
below the transition zone for the majority of this discussion, as
this is where our model has evolved the most. We examine this
point further—namely, the evolution of our model—in Fig. 12,
where we show VS structure at 1000-km depth in both our final and
starting model, with the latter based on model SAW24B16 (Mégnin
& Romanowicz 2000) at this depth, as well as model S40RTS
(Ritsema et al. 2011) for comparison. We note that VS structure
is considerably sharper in our new whole-mantle model relative to
SAW24B16, including narrower distinct low-velocity features beneath the South-Pacific Superswell (McNutt & Fischer 1987) in
the vicinity of major hotspots, as well as more concentrated fast
anomalies associated with subducted slabs (e.g. Tonga-Kermadec,
South/Central America). Narrow low-velocity anomalies have also
now appeared beneath Tanzania and Iceland, which were not present
in our starting model. A number of large, isolated high-velocity
anomalies previously appearing at this depth in SAW24B16 are
now missing—for example, in the Southeast Pacific. Overall, the
contrast between our starting and final models, achieved with only
three inversion iterations, also serves as an illustration of the power
of our hybrid inversion approach, which allows us to take large steps

in the model space and rapidly converge on our final result. Turning
our attention to Fig. 12(c), it appears that both SEMUCB-WM1
and S40RTS exhibit similar dominant length scales of heterogeneity at this depth, and are in general broadly compatible, particularly
in their distribution of high-velocity anomalies. At the same time,
these two models clearly differ in detail, especially for many of the
isolated low-velocity anomalies seen in SEMUCB-WM1 approximately collocated with major hotspots. We will examine many of
these smaller scale structures imaged in SEMUCB-WM1 in greater
detail in a forthcoming publication.
Now that our VS model extends throughout the whole mantle,
and indeed exhibits a notable improvement in resolution relative
to our starting model (e.g. Fig. 12), one aspect of Earth structure
that we may now examine in greater detail is subduction zones. The
behaviour of subducted slabs, particularly their distribution with
depth—whether and where they stagnate while descending into the
lower mantle—has long been a subject of debate with significant
geodynamic implications. Fukao & Obayashi (2013) recently presented a global survey of subduction zones, specifically focused on
cataloguing the behaviour of downgoing slabs, using the new GAPP4 global finite-frequency VP model of Obayashi et al. (2013).
Indeed, GAP-P4 was constructed specifically with improved resolution of subducted slabs in mind. In Fig. 13, we show three wholemantle cross-sections in both the SEMUCB-WM1 VS and GAP-P4
VP models focused on subduction-zone structure, featuring the NW
Pacific (Japan), SW Pacific (Kermadec) and South America (Chile).
These particular lines of section, as noted in Fig. 13 (inset), were
intentionally chosen to match three of those used in the survey of
Fukao & Obayashi (2013). Overall, we observe close agreement in
both lateral distribution (and associated correlation with seismicity) as well as apparent stagnation depth between the high-velocity
anomalies associated with subducted slabs in both models. We also
see good agreement in the distribution of low-velocity anomalies
found in the lowermost portion of the upper mantle and the transition zone between SEMUCB-WM1 and GAP-P4. Indeed, these
comparisons provide independent confirmation of the anomalies
imaged in our model, which lends us additional confidence that we
are properly resolving the structure of subducted slabs in the upper
≥1000 km of the mantle.
4.2.2 Global anisotropic structure
Next, in Fig. 14, we present maps of global ξ structure (expressed in perturbation away from isotropy, i.e. ξ = 1) in our
model, SAW642ANb of Panning et al. (2010) and S362WMANI of
Kustowski et al. (2008, the whole-mantle radially anisotropic variant of S362ANI). Examining our model first, we see the expected
pattern of strong radial anisotropy at the top and bottom boundary
layers of the mantle, where lateral shear is expected to be strongest,
and weak anisotropy at mid-mantle depths. Indeed, this observation
mirrors the radial distribution of 1-D ξ structure that developed
in our 1-D reference model during the course of the inversion, as
previously noted in Section 2.2. In the upper 250 km, we see strong
ξ > 1 beneath the ocean basins, consistent with strong horizontal
shear (i.e. flow), accompanied by ξ ≤ 1 beneath the mid-ocean ridge
system, typically interpreted as a transition to dominantly vertical
flow.
At the base of the mantle, we see structure decomposed into
contiguous domains of strong ξ > 1 and ξ < 1. Intriguingly, these
patterns match the long-wavelength background (i.e. degree-2) pattern seen in VS —with ξ > 1 in high-velocity regions often hypothesized to be dominated by horizontal shear due to subducted
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Figure 12. A comparison between starting and final-iteration VS structure at
1000-km depth, as well as model S40RTS of Ritsema et al. (2011), plotted
as per cent variation with respect to the global mean at that depth. Lefthand panels: Pacific-centred view; Right-hand panels: Atlantic-centred view.
At 1000 km, the starting model is SAW24B16 of Mégnin & Romanowicz
(2000). Inset values (upper-right corner of each pair of panels) represent
maximum peak-to-peak variation for each model at 1000 km. Circles denote
hotspot locations from Steinberger (2000).
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slabs impinging upon the CMB, and ξ < 1 associated with the
low-velocity LLSVPs, potentially areas characterized by broad upwelling. Of course, the exact mechanism for the development of
these anisotropic textures is not immediately clear—particularly
the roles of shape versus lattice preferred orientation (e.g.
McNamara et al. 2002), as well as compositional controls on
anisotropy development, such as the presence of post-perovskite
in the D” region (e.g. Murakami et al. 2004). In addition, we cannot
rule out that the observed anisotropic pattern may be affected by our
data coverage: namely, differential lateral distribution in sensitivity
of the SH and P-SV portions of our body wave data set (a potential
issue the we return to in discussing the results of our resolution
analysis; see Section 5.2.2).
In comparison with the ξ structure of S362WMANI, we find
that our model is in general smoother and weaker than the latter—
with the exception of 125-km depth, where peak-to-peak variation is
slightly stronger in our model. Indeed, mid-mantle radial anisotropy
(for example, at 1900 km) is considerably stronger in S362WMANI
than in our model, and corresponds to a depth range long expected to
be nearly isotropic (e.g. Dziewonski & Anderson 1981). Conversely,
we find that the amplitudes of ξ structure in SAW642ANb exhibit
similar depth variation to our model, with the exception of 125 km
where peak-to-peak heterogeneity in the former is stronger. Furthermore, we find that our ξ model is again smoother than SAW642ANb
in general. While lateral variation in ξ agrees relatively well between

all three models at the longest wavelengths, we find that local relative variation is in some locations anticorrelated across models.
For example, there is the local ξ maximum seen in S362WMANI
at 250-km beneath Hawaii, which corresponds to a local minimum
in our model. Similarly, the strong ξ minimum beneath Tibet in
SAW642ANb at 125 km is missing from our model, which exhibits
locally high ξ . In addition, there are numerous small-scale variations seen at the base of the mantle which are not consistent between
models. Indeed, the level of disagreement between ξ structure seen
in our model and the others is not surprising—whole-mantle radial
anisotropy is notoriously difficult to constrain, typically explaining only a small fraction of data variance and is in general poorly
correlated across published models (e.g. Becker et al. 2008). In
light of this, and given limits imposed by the sensitivity of their
data set, Kustowski et al. (2008) chose to feature S362ANI, which
only inverted for anisotropy above 400-km depth. More broadly, we
note that these three models were obtained using different data sets,
regularization and resolution of parametrization—complicating detailed quantitative comparison across models, while at the same
time suggesting qualitative explanations for observed behaviour.
For example, the observation that SEMUCB-WM1 has stronger VS
but weaker ξ heterogeneity than S362WMANI may not be surprising, as heterogeneity in these two parameters can be expected to
trade-off (with respect to explained data variance) under different
choices of regularization and parametrization.
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Figure 13. Three whole-mantle cross-sections focused on subduction zones, comparing SEMUCB-WM1 VS structure with the GAP-P4 VP model of Obayashi
et al. (2013). Map panels indicate corresponding lines of section. Figure numbers shown inset within maps identify specific lines of section examined by Fukao
& Obayashi (2013), who used GAP-P4 to survey the global behaviour of descending slabs. Deep earthquakes are shown overlain on velocity structure (black
circles). Dashed lines correspond to 410, 650 and 1000-km depth (top to bottom). Note the different saturation for VS and VP anomalies.
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5 MODEL PERFORMANCE AND
U N C E RTA I N T I E S

Table 3. Final-iteration waveform variance reduction for 10 heldout events (i.e. not included in the inversion), defined as in Table 2
and again organized by component and data type/passband.

5.1 Performance
5.1.1 Held-out waveform data
One key metric for evaluation of tomographic models is waveform
VR for held-out data, that is, waveforms not included in the inversion. We previously used this technique to validate the SEMum2
model by examining SEM-predicted waveforms for held-out events
(notably, at shorter periods than used in developing the model, as
discussed in the supporting material of French et al. 2013). Since
upper-mantle structure has not changed significantly from that of
SEMum2, we choose to focus primarily on evaluation of deeper
(transition-zone and lower-mantle) structure using body wave data.
Indeed, as noted above (Section 4.1), our tests using held-out events
at the 32-s body wave inversion passband demonstrated that our
model progressively improved fits to these data (and was thus unlikely to be overfitting the inversion data set). This was quantified by
the number of waveform windows selected by our automated picking procedure, which was applied to the held-out data, but without
incorporating it into our inversion data set. For example, we found
that ∼100 new lower-mantle sensitive windows (e.g. Sdiff ) were

L (per cent)

T (per cent)

Z (per cent)

Body (32 s)

52.2

66.6

54.7

Fundamental (60 s)
Overtone (60 s)
Mixed (60 s)

67.5
69.6
82.0

67.7
60.6
83.0

69.8
79.3
86.4

selected from a set of 10 held-out test events when using SEM synthetics computed in our final model relative to the previous inversion
iteration.
In Table 3, we summarize waveform VR for these 10 held-out
events using SEM synthetics computed in the final-iteration model.
We see that body wave VR is quite similar to that reported for the
inversion data set in Table 2, albeit with some stochastic variation,
as expected given that the held-out set is over an order of magnitude
smaller. For held-out surface wave data, we tend to find slightly
larger variation in VR relative the values shown in Table 2, though all
values remain within 10 per cent of those reported for the inversion
set. Importantly, given our focus on lower-mantle structure, we find
overall body wave VR for both the held-out and inversion data sets
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Figure 14. Map views of global ξ variations, expressed in per cent relative to isotropy (ξ = 1), at a range of depths throughout the mantle. We show ξ structure
from model SEMUCB-WM1 obtained in this study (left-hand side), as well as that from the models SAW642ANb (middle) of Panning et al. (2010) and
S362WMANI (right-hand side) of Kustowski et al. (2008). SAW642ANb is a revised version of SAW642AN of Panning & Romanowicz (2006), obtained
using a different treatment of crustal structure, while S362WMANI is the whole-mantle anisotropic variant of S362ANI (from the same study). Inset values
(upper-left corner of each panel) represent maximum peak-to-peak variation for each model at the corresponding depth. Circles denote hotspot locations from
Steinberger (2000).
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to be nearly the same, at ∼54 per cent. This observation provides
strong evidence that SEMUCB-WM1 does not overfit the inversion
data and should indeed generalize well.

5.1.2 Limitations due to source errors

a

b

Figure 15. Results of the source-inversion experiment (see Section 5.1.2 for details) including 20 events used previously in the structural inversion. Panel (a):
waveform variance reduction (VR) for surface wave (triangles) and body wave (squares) data, computed using both the Global CMT (black) and inverted (green,
red) source parameters. GCMT source depth and inverted depth perturbation also shown. Panel (b): geographic distribution of inverted sources, classified by
waveform-fit improvement (yellow: body wave improvement only; green: improvement for both data types). Classification also appears above Panel (a).
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Before beginning our whole-mantle inversion, preliminary tests involving source inversion at the 60-s surface wave passband and
using the combined SEMum2 + SAW24B16 starting model to estimate mantle structure, determined that sensitivity to source parameters was quite small. These earlier experiments led only to very
slight changes in source-depth and moment-tensor elements (parameters to which our surface wave data set should be most sensitive)
relative to parameters published by the Global CMT project and
used in our whole-mantle inversion. These findings implied that
shorter period modelling (including body waves) would be necessary to yield meaningful inverted sources.
Having inverted for whole-mantle structure, we may now reexamine source inversion while including body wave data, in hopes
of: (i) attaining further waveform VR (thereby estimating the degree
to which source errors limit our achievable VR) and (ii) retrieving
improved estimates of source parameters for use in future studies.
Namely, the structural inversion was a necessary first step in order

to achieve sufficient waveform phase fits at the 32-s body wave
passband, so that we can include these data when inverting for source
parameters (where misfits will predominantly manifest in waveform
amplitudes, especially along paths that are nearly nodal). To this
end, we employed an approach similar to that of Liu et al. (2004)
to compute SEM-based 3-D Green’s functions and location partial
derivatives in SEMUCB-WM1 and estimate updated sources for 20
inversion events (using both 60-s surface wave and 32-s body wave
waveform data). For each event, we performed a single iteration of
damped least-squares inversion (in effect, a Gauss–Newton scheme)
for source location and moment-tensor elements. Perturbations to
the Global CMT moment tensor were additionally required to have
no isotropic part. Waveform processing was performed in a manner
analogous to the structural inversion, with waveform redundancy
now measured for each event individually with respect to source–
receiver azimuth.
The results of our experiment are summarized in Fig. 15. We find
that all inverted events show improvements in body wave fits relative to their associated Global CMT solutions, while approximately
half also show improvements for surface waves. Changes in surface wave fits are in general quite small, particularly in cases where
fits degrade slightly (perhaps indicative that the relative weights
assigned to body and surface wave data could be further optimized,
or that additional source-inversion iterations are needed). Only one

(ms–2)
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of the 20 events exhibits changes in body wave VR in excess of
20 per cent—the 2000 August Mw 6.8 Banda Sea event featured
in Fig. 16, where significant body wave amplitude misfits can be
seen for the original Global CMT source. Overall, we found that
waveform data in our particular choice of passbands did not require
significant lateral perturbations to centroid location, instead leading
only to changes in depth and moment-tensor elements. One intriguing result from our experiment is a slight systematic reduction in
Mw seen for all sources inverted using this method (median reduction: 0.05 magnitude units). This observation may indicate that our
1-D Q model, a smoothed version of model QL6 from Durek &
Ekström (1996), is not sufficiently attenuating. Namely, if Q is
too high, then our SEM simulations will tend to overpredict waveform amplitudes. In order to reconcile these mispredictions with
the (comparatively lower amplitude) waveform data, the source inversion may systematically reduce the moment magnitude of the
inverted sources. We note that this observation should be revisited
if, for example, SEMUCB-WM1 is to be used as a starting model in
inversions for anelastic structure. In addition, we do not see systematic changes in waveform VR or centroid depth that appear to correlate with tectonic setting. This observation is somewhat surprising
in light of the synthetic inversion tests performed by Hjörleifsdóttir
& Ekström (2010), who did see variations in source-parameter uncertainties that correlated to some degree with tectonics. Of course,
our sample of earthquakes is considerably smaller than the latter
study, such that systematic behaviour may not be apparent.
5.2 Model uncertainties
5.2.1 Scaling factors
As noted in Section 2.2, the scaling factors that we use to estimate
model perturbations to the remaining four parameters of a radially anisotropic medium are only strictly valid in the upper mantle
(Montagner & Anderson 1989). While our sensitivity to ρ is anticipated to be quite small throughout the mantle, and anisotropy is
expected to be largely limited to the boundary layers, our sensitivity
to Voigt-average isotropic VP may be non-negligible (particularly
as we include shorter period waveform data). Depth dependence of
the scaling factor between VS and VP is well known, and potentially
quite strong in the lowermost mantle (e.g. Su & Dziewonski 1997;
Masters et al. 2000; Romanowicz 2001), leading some studies to
incorporate depth-dependent scaling factors into their inversions
(e.g. Ritsema et al. 2011).

Motivated by these observations, we sought to assess the effect
of ‘realistic’ (i.e. as implied by previous studies) variation in lowermost mantle VS to VP perturbation scaling. Namely, we repeated
our final-iteration inversion for two different configurations of the
δln VP /δln VS scaling factor: using a ratio of 0.5 throughout the
mantle, except for the bottom ∼300 km, where we used ratios of
either 0.33 or 0.25. We found that the two models obtained were
nearly identical to our preferred model, which used 0.5 everywhere
(to within a fraction of a per cent VS perturbation). A similar result
was obtained by Kustowski et al. (2008) in their tests of scalingfactor sensitivity. One implication of this result is that our aggregate
sensitivity to VP , even at 32-s period, remains quite small. In future
work incorporating even shorter period waveform data, however,
these scaling factors will have to be re-examined in greater detail.

5.2.2 Linear resolution analysis
It is well known that the standard resolution analysis employed in
many tomographic studies is strictly valid only for linear problems,
though such an approach may be warranted for non-linear problems
near the global optimum (Tarantola 2005). Furthermore, even in the
linear case, counter-intuitive results may be obtained under common
implementations of the analysis (Lévêque et al. 1993) and care
must be taken in assessing model quality with this approach. Fully
numerical alternatives to the linear analysis, relying upon secondorder adjoint state methods for assessment of posterior uncertainty
(Fichtner & Trampert 2011b), have only recently seen use in regional
studies (e.g. Fichtner et al. 2013) and remain prohibitively costly for
application to global-scale inversions. Thus, while acknowledging
the above qualifications, the linear analysis still provides one of the
best currently available tools for probing certain characteristics of
our model that result from data quality/coverage, limitations of the
chosen model basis and the influence of a priori information.
Under the standard analysis, the resolution operator

R = I − Cm C−1
m , with the posterior covariance operator Cm =

 T −1
−1 −1

, is applied to a model perturbation m , such as
G Cd G + Cm
the commonly used checkerboard pattern. The difference between
m and Rm in some sense characterizes the quality of model recovery for the problem considered. Intuitively, it is clear that if the
posterior state of uncertainty is equal to the prior state, meaning
the data supplies no constraint on the model, then Cm = Cm and
R = 0, that is, nothing is resolved. Further examination of the expressions above makes clear that the resolution operator depends
solely upon: (1) the data and model prior covariance operators; and
(2) the model Jacobian G. Therefore, R reflects only the a priori
estimates of data noise and model uncertainty/smoothness, as well
as spatial variation in data coverage characterized by G. Note that
any reflection upon the accuracy of the modelling theory is conspicuously absent. The resolution operator may thus be viewed as
a spatially variable smoothing operator: a filter applied to a hypothetical model perturbation in a way that gives guidance as to what
scales of solution structure might be interpretable, and highlights
pathological conditions such as strongly non-uniform data coverage (resulting in smearing). Furthermore, the model basis itself
also plays an important role in determining whether a hypothetical
test structure is recoverable under this analysis—thereby acting as
an additional implicit filter. Namely, poor fidelity to a chosen test
structure upon projection onto the model basis clearly implies that
structure of similar sharpness or scale cannot be imaged in either
the test or the actual inversion.
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Figure 16. Example waveforms for the 2000 August Mw 6.8 Banda Sea
event referred to in the text (Section 5.1.2). The clear amplitude misfit
between the observed data (black) and SEM synthetics computed using the
Global CMT source parameters (red) is easily remedied in a single iteration
of the source inversion (green). All SEM synthetics are computed in the
SEMUCB-WM1 model.
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We further note that the underlying linearization of the forward
problem, inherent in development of the analysis, is not consistent
with our inversion methodology. In particular, the approximation:
d − g(mk + m )
d − g(mk ) − Gm
−Gm as ||d − g(mk )||

Gm  near the solution

(9)

5.2.3 Resampling techniques
Another way to probe uncertainty in the resulting model is through
statistical resampling techniques, such as the deleted jackknife (e.g.
Efron & Stein 1981) or bootstrap (e.g. Efron & Tibishirani 1991).
For example, we found bootstrap resampling to be a valuable tool
for uncertainty estimation in our supplementary analysis of the SEMum2 model (French et al. 2013). Here, we take a similar resampling approach, based on repeating our final inversion iteration for
many different realizations of our waveform data set (again owing to
the large changes to the model that are possible in a single step of the
Gauss–Newton scheme, should the data warrant it). Previously, Panning & Romanowicz (2006) used both the bootstrap and jackknife
techniques in the analysis of their global model SAW642AN, and
found that the jackknife rapidly converged to the same uncertainty
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is not compatible with our ‘exact’ spectral-element implementation
of g(·). However, SEM-based resolution analysis—in which we directly model g(mk + m ) for the entire data set—is prohibitively
expensive. Thus, while the linear analysis is useful for validating
recovery of the morphology of the test structure (i.e. against smearing), the amplitudes of model recovery obtained under the analysis
should underpredict those expected for the hybrid scheme.
Keeping these limitations in mind, we perform the standard analysis for a suite of test patterns in order to determine rough bounds on
the scales of interpretable structure in SEMUCB-WM1. These estimates may in turn be used to validate the a priori correlation lengths
introduced in Section 2.3. In Figs 17 and 18, we present checkerboard resolution tests at a range of transition-zone and lower-mantle
depths. These test patterns use blocks of azimuthal width (i.e. in
longitude) ranging from 45◦ to 11.25◦ in both equatorial and polar
orientations. The use of multiple orientations is desirable because
the often-used equatorial checkerboard breaks down at the poles,
leading many authors simply to ignore these regions when supplementary test patterns are not used.
As can be seen in Fig. 17(a), recovery of the morphology of
VS input structure is quite good, showing no evidence of systematic ray-like smearing or gaps in sensitivity, even at the poles. As
expected, amplitude recovery is more modest, with output structure typically at ∼50 per cent of the input and in some cases even
weaker, such as at 2800-km depth for the smallest scale of test
structure (where the maximum anomaly width is <700 km). We
will discuss the implications of these tests, in the context of placing approximate lower bounds on the scales of well-resolved VS
structure in SEMUCB-WM1, later in this section. In the meantime,
however, we would like to raise an important point regarding the
recovery of long-wavelength structure at the base of the mantle.
Namely, at 2800-km depth, the largest scale of input structure in
Fig. 17(a) (45◦ azimuthal-width blocks) is clearly recovered as continuous anomalies, with smaller scale variations similar to those
seen at the base of the mantle in SEMUCB-WM1 (Fig. 8) markedly
absent. Indeed, if similar variations were retrieved in this particular
resolution test, they could only have been attributable to uneven sensitivity. This observation provides further evidence that the smaller
scale, concentrated low-velocity structures embedded within the
LLSVPs in SEMUCB-WM1, previously discussed Section 4.2.1,
are not an artefact of our inversion. In Fig. 17(b), we show crosscontamination with ξ structure at the four greatest depths and the
largest scale of input structure shown in (a) (where trade-offs between the two is expected to be strongest due to both data coverage
and model parametrization). Here, we find that cross-contamination
of ξ from VS is quite small, except at the base of the mantle, where
structure is primarily constrained by Sdiff and multiple-ScS phases,
both of which are more prominent on the transverse component (potentially leading to an imbalance between VSH and VSV sensitivity).
Turning our attention to Fig. 18(a), it can be seen that model
recovery for ξ is less impressive, and we are unable to satisfactorily
recover the 22.5◦ test pattern by mid-mantle depths (where maximum block widths are on the order of 2000 km). The morphology of
the largest scale test pattern (45◦ ) is recovered fairly well throughout

the mantle, including the mid- and lower mantle where maximum
block widths vary from <3000 to ∼4000 km, though amplitude recovery is much weaker than seen in the VS analysis. In Fig. 18(b),
we see that ξ to VS cross-contamination is characterized by similar
depth variation as seen in the VS to ξ case (namely, stronger at base
of mantle), and again possibly due to differential sensitivity between
VSH and VSV . In addition, ξ to VS contamination appears weaker than
for VS to ξ , which is consistent with the expectation that VS is better
constrained by the data.
Based on these results, it appears that VS structure in SEMUCBWM1 is well resolved down to ∼1000-km scales in the transition
zone and into the upper portion of the mid-mantle. This bound
then increases to at most ∼1800-km scales (and possibly less) in
the remainder of the mid-mantle. At the base of the mantle, where
sensitivity again improves, the lower bound on resolved scales decreases again: structure at ≤1400-km scales is clearly quite well
resolved, while recovery of structure at ≤700-km scales is questionable. These observations bracket the corresponding bound on
resolved structure, which must fall somewhere between—perhaps
on the order of 1000–1200 km (as a conservative estimate). For
ξ structure, we find that large-scale variation (∼4500 km) in the
transition zone is clearly well constrained, with structure down to
∼2400-km scales likely interpretable. In the mid-mantle, we find
that ξ structure down to ∼4200-km scales is clearly robust at 1000km depth, though the lower bound is likely much less (though larger
than the shallower >2400-km estimate), increasing to ∼3500-km
scales deeper in the mid-mantle (where amplitude recovery is quite
low) and finally decreasing again to <3000 km at the base of mantle.
Returning to the discussion of a priori correlation lengths in Section
2.3, we find that these scales of resolved structure are broadly compatible with the latter. In particular, we expect these (data sensitivity)
adaptive correlation-length values to range from 800 to 1200 km for
VS and 2400 to 3600 km for ξ at transition zone and greater depths,
with significant correlation at up to twice these lengths given the
form of eq. (3). Thus, in some sense, our resolution analysis validates a posteriori our earlier choice of correlation lengths, and is
likely indicative that our selected prior is reasonable given the resolving power of our data set. Namely, while we cannot rule out that
our attainable resolution may in fact be better than is permitted by
our prior in some regions, the chosen correlation lengths impose an
appropriate lower bound on the permissible resolution: one that is
sufficiently conservative such that we do not observe ray-like streaks
or gaps in sensitivity for the scales of structure reported above. Of
course, these observations are accompanied by the caveats enumerated at the beginning of this section regarding the limitations of the
linear analysis.
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Figure 17. Linear resolution analysis for global VS structure, using a range of scales and orientations of input models (see Section 5.2.2) centred at 400,
650, 1000, 1900 and 2800-km depths (labelled along the left-hand margin of each panel). Input models are shown in the grey-shaded panel appearing in the
upper right-hand corner, along with the associated equatorial block widths (◦ ). For each depth, the corresponding maximum block width of each scale of input
structure is shown (converted to km) along the right-hand margin of the panel. See Section 5.2.2 for detailed discussion. Panel (a): recovery of VS input model
structure as VS . Panel (b): recovery of long-wavelength VS input structure as ξ (i.e. cross-contamination).

estimate as the bootstrap, but required significantly fewer samples.
This latter point is an advantageous property, given that each sample requires a significant amount of I/O (reading the Gauss–Newton
Hessian) and subsequent factorization, and drove us specifically to
consider the jackknife technique.

Here, we follow a similar approach to that in Panning & Romanowicz (2006). Namely, we separate our waveform data set into
12 bins by month of earthquake occurrence, and use these bins as
aggregate data (i.e. our data set contains 12 observations). We then,
in turn, use the deleted jackknife technique to derive standard-error
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estimates σ̂jackknife for our model via
σ̂jackknife = 

where θ̂ =

C
2
n − d 
θ(i) − θ̂ ,
d · C i=1

C
n!
1 
,
θ(i) and C =
C i=1
d!(n − d)!

(10)

where θ (i) is the model estimate produced by the ith deleted jackknife
realization of our data set, the number of data n is 12 and the
number of deletions d per data set realization is 1 or 2. For the
d = 2 case, this approach requires only 66 solves (each producing
a model sample), while the month-based binning scheme requires
pre-computation and storage of only 12 Hessian matrices which
may be read in different combinations at solution time (occupying
approximately 2.2 TB if stored in full form, chiefly to simplify
collective I/O prior to factorization or 1.1 TB if storing only the
upper triangular part). We further note that the uncertainty estimates
recovered in this manner will be conservative overestimates thereof,

in that we do not reoptimize the waveform-window weights for
each jackknife sample (which our inversion does in practice prior
to solution, allowing us to account to some extent for uneven data
coverage).
In Fig. 19, we show standard-error estimates obtained at four
transition-zone and lower-mantle depths with d = 2 (the d = 1 case
is very similar) for both VS and ξ in map view, along with rms values thereof at each depth. We find that isotropic VS error estimates
are in general quite low, though slightly elevated at the base of the
mantle (2800-km depth). Furthermore, while error estimates appear
geographically unbiased at most depths, they are slightly elevated
in the Southern Hemisphere at 2800 km, though they remain quite
small relative to the corresponding amplitudes of model structure
seen in Fig. 8 (which are plotted at the same saturation level). This
distribution is not surprising, as the acquisition geometry imposed
by the natural distribution of seismic sources, along with the geographic bias of receivers towards land masses in the Northern
Hemisphere, makes the Southern Hemisphere notoriously difficult
to illuminate seismically. Turning our attention to ξ structure, we
again find standard-error estimates that are quite low relative to the
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Figure 18. Linear resolution analysis for global ξ structure, using a range of scales and orientations of input model (again appearing in the upper right-hand
grey-shaded panel). Here, we use a layout and labelling scheme similar to that in Fig. 17, although we have omitted the shortest wavelengths of test model
appearing in the latter due to the limits of our ξ parametrization. Again, see Section 5.2.2 for detailed discussion. Panel (a): recovery of ξ input model structure
as ξ . Panel (b): recovery of long-wavelength ξ input structure as VS .
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model amplitudes seen in Fig. 14, though also with elevated estimates at the base of the mantle. Indeed, we see a more pronounced
geographic bias in the ξ error estimates at 2800-km depth than seen
for VS , with a pronounced band extending from the Southwest Pacific to South Africa. Importantly, however, we note that this pattern
does not correlate with the lateral distribution of ξ structure seen at
2800 km in Fig. 14—thereby giving us some degree of confidence
that the imaged structure is realistic.
Finally, much like the linear resolution analysis, we note that
these error estimates also suffer from the limitation that they do
not reflect the accuracy of the underlying theoretical formalism
used for inversion. Instead, resampling analyses are valuable for
assessing sensitivity to random errors in the data and suboptimal
illumination of the Earth’s interior. In addition, as also noted by
Panning & Romanowicz (2006), these analyses help to characterize
the inherent trade-off in the inversion between theoretical resolution
and error, which is in turn controlled by the role of prior information
(Section 2.3). Thus, resampling techniques provide an assessment
of model quality that is complementary to the resolution estimates
presented above in Section 5.2.2.

6 C O N C LU S I O N S
Here, we presented the model SEMUCB-WM1, the first radially
anisotropic shear wave velocity model of the Earth’s whole mantle
derived from SEM-based forward waveform modelling. Examining

the model, we found that long-wavelength VS variations throughout the mantle correlate quite well with other recent global studies
(Kustowski et al. 2008; Panning et al. 2010; Ritsema et al. 2011),
particularly in the upper- and lowermost mantle where data coverage is invariably better, while shorter wavelength structure tends to
differ more clearly across models. VS structure in the transition zone
and upper mantle remains highly correlated at all scales with that
of SEMum2 (our starting model in this depth range, derived using a
similar inversion technique). At the same time, mid and lowermost
mantle structures differ considerably from SAW24B16 (our lowermantle starting model), sharpening significantly and revealing more
concentrated fast anomalies associated with subducted slabs, as well
as narrow low-velocity anomalies approximately collocated with
major hotspots (Section 4.2.1). The strongest anisotropic structure
in SEMUCB-WM1 is found in the uppermost and lowermost mantle, boundary layers where lateral shear is typically expected to
be strongest, while weak anisotropy is seen at mid-mantle depths
in agreement with previous studies (e.g. Panning & Romanowicz
2006). The common pattern of strong ξ > 1 in the uppermost mantle beneath the ocean basins and ξ < 1 beneath the mid-ocean
ridge system is observed in our model, though there also exist longwavelength variations in ξ structure at these depths that clearly
differ in detail from previous studies (Section 4.2.2). Furthermore,
we observe a pattern of ξ structure with a strong degree-2 component in the lowermost mantle—the morphology of which does not
appear correlated with the associated uncertainty estimates (Section
5.2.3), though we note that ξ may trade off with VS structure to some
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Figure 19. Standard-error estimates σ̂jackknife for VS and ξ structure in SEMUCB-WM1 derived using a jackknife resampling analysis (see Section 5.2.3),
plotted at a range of transition-zone and lower-mantle depths. Estimates are plotted in model units of per cent perturbation with respect to the 1-D reference
model (i.e. not per cent variation relative to the model SEMUCB-WM1), and saturation levels match those used in Figs 8 and 14. Maximum and rms
standard-error estimate values listed for both parameters at each depth.
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A P P E N D I X : C RU S TA L S T RU C T U R E I N
NAC T
A1 Background: non-linear asymptotic coupling theory
(NACT)-based modelling
NACT is a method for waveform and sensitivity kernel calculation
using normal-mode perturbation theory, and we refer the reader
to Li & Romanowicz (1995) for a detailed introduction. Under
NACT, along-branch mode coupling is treated in a non-linear fashion, thus including the effect of multiple forward scattering, while
cross-branch coupling allows for accurate modelling of overtone
surface waves (Romanowicz et al. 2008). To avoid coupling calculations over the whole sphere, sensitivity kernels are limited to
the 2-D plane containing the source and receiver. Volumetric model
perturbations

m pq β p (θ, φ)νq (r ),
(A1)
f(m; r, θ, φ) =
p

q

where β and ν represent the spherical-spline and b-spline model
basis functions, respectively (Section 2.2), and perturbations to
discontinuity topography {hd : d = 1, . . . , Nd }, enter into the
NACT-predicted accelerogram u(t) (and sensitivity kernels ∂u/∂m)
through source–receiver minor-arc and great-circle path integrations over the local frequency shift δωkk  (θ, φ) (Woodhouse 1980).
This quantity corresponds to the shift in average degenerate eigenfrequency of the multiplet pair (k, k ) due to coupling induced by
structural heterogeneity beneath point (θ , φ):
 a
1
f(m; r, θ, φ) · Mkk  (r )r 2 dr
δωkk  (θ, φ) =
ωk + ωk  0
−

Nd

d

d
rd2 h d (θ, φ)Hkk
,

(A2)

where a is Earth radius, rd is the unperturbed radius of discontinuity
d
d and Mkk  (r ) and Hkk
 are eigenfrequency partial derivatives with
respect to volumetric and discontinuity-topography perturbations
(e.g. Romanowicz 1987).
Given the (linearized) form of eq. (A2), two particular concerns arise regarding treatment of the smooth crustal layer
(Section 2.4): (1) fidelity to the true non-linear response of δωkk  to
crustal thickness variation; and (2) recovery of sensitivity kernels
reflecting the split parametrization between crust and mantle—that
is, f(m; r, θ, φ) is only strictly defined at mantle depths. Point (2)
may easily be treated by ensuring that the upper limit of integration
on the radial inner product in eq. (A2) honours the local Moho depth
hM (θ, φ), that is,
 h M (θ,φ)
f(m; r, θ, φ) · Mkk  (r )r 2 dr .
(A3)
0

However, treatment of point (1) is more involved, and we now
discuss our solution at greater length.
A2 Non-regionalized modified linear crustal corrections
(MLCs)
We adopt an extended implementation of the MLC scheme of Lekić
et al. (2010), extended in that we do not limit ourselves to a small
set of ‘regionalized’ crustal models. Instead, we obtain continuously
parametrized corrections, directly reflecting lateral variation of the
crustal model.
Given a 1-D reference earth model mref and structure associated
with each crustal-model node {cn : n = 1, . . . , Nk }, we calculate
normal-mode eigenfrequencies for both mref itself and a set of Nk
composite 1-D models, denoted m nref , that combine crustal structure
from cn with mantle structure from mref . For a given normal-mode
multiplet k, we refer to
δωkn = ωk m nref − ωk [m ref ]

(A4)

as the non-linear local eigenfrequency shift induced by crustal structure at node n–non-linear because it is recovered through direct
evaluation of eigenfrequency dispersion in the perturbed model,
not through the linearized approach in eq. (A2) above. Furthermore, given mref , we calculate eigenfrequency partial derivatives
due to self-coupling (k = k ) for perturbations in Moho and seafloor
topography, as well as average crustal shear wave velocity: here
S
c
M
, Hkk
and M̄kk
, respectively. For each crustal-model
denoted Hkk
node n, we seek linear perturbations to Moho depth (hM ), topograc
):
phy/bathymetry (hS ) and crustal average VS (V̄S,iso
T

c
(A5)
δxn = δh M , δh S , δ ln V̄S,iso
such that the overdetermined linear system
⎛ M
⎞
⎛ n ⎞
Hk1 k1
M̄kc1 k1
HkS1 k1
δωk1
⎟
⎜ M
⎜ Hk k
⎜ n ⎟
M̄kc2 k2 ⎟
HkS2 k2
⎟
⎜ 22
⎜ δωk2 ⎟
⎟
⎜
⎜
⎟
⎟δxn = ⎜
⎜
⎟
⎟
⎜
⎜
⎟
⎟
⎜
⎜ .. ⎟
.
⎟
⎜
⎝ . ⎠
..
⎠
⎝

(A6)

is satisfied in a least-squares sense for multiplets {k1 , k2 , . . . }
within the period range of interest (e.g. 60–400 s). The set of
three-factor correction coefficients {δxn : n = 1, . . . , Nk }, mimicking non-linearity induced by local crustal structure, are expanded
laterally in spherical splines and used to calculate path-dependent
corrections to integrations over δωkk  in NACT.
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Whole-mantle SEM-based waveform tomography
Note that, in deriving our correction factors, we have limited
our attention to the self-coupling case only. As noted by Lekić
et al. (2010), satisfying the self-coupling case alone should be
sufficient for the phases most affected by crustal structure at
long periods (e.g. fundamental-mode surface waves). The resulting three-factor MLCs are sought for spheroidal and toroidal,
and fundamental and overtone modes separately. This scheme
allows us to use a single set of eigenfrequency partial deriva-
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tives (those for mref ) in our NACT calculations, reducing file I/O
and memory overhead relative to previous regionalized non-linear
schemes (Marone & Romanowicz 2007), while achieving similar fidelity to crustal effects on the long-period wavefield. The
accuracy of this approach relative to both ‘traditional’ crustal
corrections and SEM benchmarks has previously been demonstrated by Lekić et al. (2010), and we refer the reader to their
results.
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